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Education 

 

2011- Northwestern University        

Present  PhD candidate (defense date May 1, 2017) 

  Dissertation: The Practical Foundations of Epistemic Normativity 

  Committee: Baron Reed (Chair), Jennifer Lackey, Sanford Goldberg, Kyla Ebels-Duggan 

 

ABSTRACT: We often criticize others for believing in a way that is dogmatic, biased, or wishful. What, exactly, 

is wrong with believing this way? Many epistemologists accept that such believing is problematic because it 

is not appropriately responsive to epistemic reasons. But why care about negative epistemic evaluations? Or, 

to put it another way, what grounds the authority of epistemic normativity? Some argue that the nature or 

concept of belief itself makes epistemic evaluation appropriate: it is a conceptual truth that a belief is correct 

just in case it is true. Others argue that epistemic evaluation has its force because it is a special instance of a 

more basic normative principle, the principle of instrumental reasoning. Contrary to both of these views, I 

argue that the normative force of epistemic assessment comes from the nature of agency. Epistemic 

normativity is not instrumental to our practical ends; it is constitutive of our very ability to formulate and 

pursue those ends.  Epistemic Constructivism illuminates the interdependency of practical and epistemic 

normativity and enables us to characterize a unique and robust way in which we are responsible for our 

beliefs. 

 

2011 University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee        

 MA in Philosophy 

Thesis: “Deliberating to Believe: A Critical Examination of How Truth Functions as a Normative 

Constraint on Belief” 

 Committee: Edward Hinchman (Chair), Miren Boehm, Luca Ferrero 

 

2007 Erskine College            

 BA in Philosophy, Summa cum Laude, with departmental honors 

 Thesis: “A Critique of Lynne Rudder Baker’s Constitution View of Persons” 

 Advisor: John Wingard 

 

Areas of Specialization: Epistemology, Ethics, Metaethics 

Areas of Competence: Philosophy of Language, Bioethics, Philosophy of Religion 

Publications 

1. “Agency of Belief and Intention” (2016). Synthese. Special Issue on Doxastic Responsibility. 

2. “Infection and Directness in the Interventionist Evidentialist Account of the Basing Relation” 

(forthcoming). Syndicate Philosophy.  
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Works in Progress (see appendix for abstracts) 

1. “The Concept of Belief in Epistemology” (from dissertation) 

2. “Wishful Thinking” (from dissertation) 

3. “Against Instrumentalism” (from dissertation) 

4. “Epistemic Reasons for Action” (from dissertation) 

5. “Epistemic Constructivism” (from dissertation) 

6.  “How to be an Epistemic Consequentialist: Sacrificing Berker-Consequentialism to Save 

Reliabilism” with Andrea Kruse 

7.  “The Ontological Significance of Reasons” 

8. “Agency and Doxastic Mental State Verbs” (under review) 

Presentations 

“Parity of Belief and Intention,” Athena in Action Workshop, Princeton University, August 16-19, 2016 

One of seven papers (competitively selected out of 180 submissions) to be presented as a part of 

Princeton’s Mentoring program 

“How to be an Epistemic Consequentialist” (co-authored with Andrea Kruse), GAP 9, German Society  

for Analytic Philosophy, Osnabruck University, Sept 14-17, 2015 

note: this presentation was made by Andrea Kruse 

“On the Ontological Significance of Reasons,” Reductionist and Anti-Reductionist Perspectives on  

Normativity, York University Graduate Conference, April 23-24, 2015 

“Is Believing for a Reason like Intending for a Reason?” Canadian Society for Epistemology  

Symposium on Epistemic Reasons, Université de Sherbrooke (Quebec), Nov 7-8, 2014 

“Epistemic Agency: Some Hope,” Workshop on Doxastic Agency and Epistemic Responsibility, 

University of Bochum, Bochum, Germany, June 2-3, 2014 

“In Defense of the Relational View of Desire,” CHICAGOLAND Graduate Conference, University of  

Illinois-Chicago, March 15-16, 2014 

“Epistemic Normativity: Authority and Guidance,” III Colombian Conference on Logic, Epistemology  

and Philosophy of Science, La Universidad de los Andes and La Universidad del Rosaria, 

February 12-14, 2014 

“Epistemic Transparency, Rational Coherence and Correct Belief” Northwestern Epistemology Brown  

Bag, April 27, 2011 

“What Ought I Believe?  The Conflict Between Rational and Alethic Requirements,” Milwaukee Area  

Women in Philosophy, November 5, 2010 

“A Critique of Lynne Rudder Baker’s Constitution View of Persons,” Joint Meeting of the North Carolina  

Philosophical Association and the South Carolina Philosophical Association, University of North 

Carolina-Chapel Hill, Feb 2008 
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Comments 

TBA 

 Episteme Conference, Galapagos Islands, July 30-31, 2017  

 

Jason Schukraft, "Against Methodological Particularism" 

 Central APA, Kansas City, MO, March 2, 2017 

 

Shivani Radhakrishnan, “Bracketing”  

 NU/ND Epistemology Grad Conference, April 22-23, 2016 

Invited Commentator-at-Large, PeRFECt (Penn Reasons and Foundations of Epistemology Conference),  

University of Pennsylvania, Nov 6-7, 2015. 

Daniel Immerman, “Williamson, Closure and KK” 

 Central States Philosophical Association 

 Northwestern University, Oct 10-11, 2014 

Daniel Whiting and Jonathan Way, “The Infallibility of Justified Deontic Beliefs” 

 Epistemic and Practical Normativity: Substantial Connections 

University of Southampton, June 13, 2014 

John Mumm, “Functional Explanations and Constructivism” 

Northwestern University Society for the Theory of Ethics and Politics (NUSTEP), May 16-18, 2013 

Kurt Sylvan, “Reasons and the Metaphysics of Justification” 

 NU/ND Epistemology Graduate Conference, April 26-27, 2013 

Nilanjan Das & Ian Wells, “Belief and Conceptual Structure” 

NU/ND Epistemology Graduate Conference, April 13-14, 2012 

Phillip Osbourne, “Knowledge, Evidence, and Self-Evidence” 

Illinois Society of Philosophy, Nov 2-3, 2012 

Lindsay Mouchet, “Believing the Speaker” 

NU/ND Epistemology Graduate Conference, April 14-15, 2011 

 

Fellowships and Further Studies 

Graduate Fellow, Brady Scholars Program in Ethics and Civic Life 

2012-2015  

Northwestern University  

 

Visiting Researcher 

 June 2014 

 Ruhr Universitat Bochum 

 

Cologne Summer School in Philosophy  

The Normativity of Epistemic Rationality, with Ralph Wedgwood 

July 16-20, 2012 

University of Cologne, Germany 
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North American Summer School in Language, Logic and Information (NASSLLI) 

 Logic/Dynamic Epistemic Logic 

June 20-26, 2010 

Indiana University Bloomington  

Awards 

2014-2015 Thomas J. McCarthy Award for Teaching Excellence, Northwestern University 

Awarded to the top teaching assistant 

2012-2013 Thomas J. McCarthy Award for Teaching Excellence, Northwestern University 

Awarded to the top teaching assistant 

2009-2010 Chancellor’s Award, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

2008  South Carolina Philosophical Association, Best Undergraduate Paper 

2006  Summer Research Grant ($4000), Erskine College 

Research in metaphysics of personhood with John Wingard. 

Teaching Experience  

Primary Instructor: 

 Introduction to Moral Philosophy (Northwestern), Summer 2015 

Teaching Assistant: 

200-level Epistemology 

Theory of Knowledge (Reed, Northwestern), Spring 2014 

200-level Ethics and Moral Theory 

Freedom and Responsibility (K. Ebels-Duggan, Northwestern), Spring 2015 

Moral Philosophy (White, Northwestern), Winter 2014 

Bioethics (Sheldon, Northwestern), Fall 2013, Fall 2014 

Introductory Classes 

Introduction to Philosophy (Goldberg, Northwestern), Winter 2013 

Introductory Logic (S. Ebels-Duggan, Northwestern), Fall 2012 

Introduction to Existentialism (Alznauer, Northwestern), Winter 2015 

 200-level Philosophy of Religion 

(Silverstein, UWM), Fall 2009 

(Bristow, UWM), Spring 2010 

(Seeskin, Northwestern), Fall 2016 

Research and Writing Instructor: 

Philosophy of Science (Schiller, UWM), Spring 2011 

 Philosophy of Mind (Schiller, UWM), Spring 2011 

Theory of Knowledge (Hinchman, UWM), Fall 2010 

 Philosophy of Biology (Ferrero, UWM), Fall 2010  

Writing Instructor, Erskine College Writing Center, 2004-2006 
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Debate Coordinator, Erskine College, Freshman Orientation, 2004-2006 

Facilitated a one-week debate boot camp for all incoming freshmen: wrote debate topics, 

coordinated volunteers, conducted training workshops for students, and coordinated judges 

panel. 

 

Graduate Coursework 

 

Epistemology 

Reasoning and Rationality (Cariani and Rips) 

Disagreement (Lackey) 

Fallibilism (Reed) 

Practical Reasoning and Choice (Cariani) 

Epistemic Agency (Reed) 

Epistemic Normativity (Reed) 

*Formal Epistemology (Cariani) 

*Social Epistemology (Lackey) 

 

Ethics, Metaethics and Agency 

Virtue Ethics (K. Ebels-Duggan) 

Aristotle’s Ethics (Kraut) 

Kant’s Moral Theory (Ebels-Duggan) 

Kantian Ethics (K. Ebels-Duggan) 

Constitutivism: Belief and Action (Ferrero) 

Proseminar: Moral Realism (Kraut)  

*Explaining Human Action (White) 

*Desire (K. Ebels-Duggan) 

 

History of Philosophy 

Descartes (Reed) 

Berkeley (Atherton) 

Early Modern Theories of Mind (Atherton) 

Kant’s First Critique (Bristow) 

Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit (Sensat) 

 

Language, Logic, and Mind 

Truth (Glanzberg) 

Lexical Semantics (Glanzberg) 

Language of Deliberation (Cariani) 

Linguistics: Modals and Semantics (Kaufman) 

Singular Thought (Goldberg) 

Logic and Meta-Logic (Leeds) 

Logic and Anti-Realism (S. Ebels-Duggan) 

Non-Classical Logic (Glanzberg) 

Quine, Goodman and Beyond (Schwartz) 

Mental Representation (Schwartz) 

Modality (Mondadori) 

(*=audit)

 

Service and Membership 

 

2012-present Member of the APA  

2016-present Webmaster for Northwestern LEMMings website: sites.northwestern.edu/lemmings 

 

Sept 2016 Co-Organizer, WIPHICA Workshop on Tamar Schapiro’s manuscript, Desire 

2013-2016 Lead organizer (2014, 2015), Co-Organizer (2013, 2016), Northwestern University Society  

for the Theory of Ethics and Politics (NUSTEP) Annual Conference 

2012 – 2015 Organizer of the Northwestern Epistemology Brownbag Series 

Over the four years I ran this series, I brought in 44 established and emerging scholars to 

present their work in epistemology. 

2011-2015 Co-organizer of WiPhi (Women into Philosophy Initiative), Northwestern University 

2011-2013  Coordinator, Tea Time: a weekly gathering of the Northwestern Philosophy Department 

& 2014-2015 

2012 – 2014 Chair of the Climate Committee, Northwestern Philosophy Department 
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2011-2012,2013 Coordinator, Metaphysics and Epistemology Reading Group 

2013  Referee, Oxford Bibliographies Online  

March 2012 Co-organizer, Jason Stanley Workshop, Northwestern University, 

2005-2007 Co-Founder and Co-President, Erskine College Philosophy Society 
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Appendix: Paper Titles and Abstracts 

Publications 

1. “Agency of Belief and Intention” (published in Synthese, special issue on Doxastic Agency and 

Epistemic Responsibility, 2016) 

In this paper, I argue that belief and intention are equally agential. First, I argue for a conditional 

parity thesis: if we are agents with respect to our intentions, we are agents with respect to our beliefs. 

I show that the arguments for rejecting agency of belief are also arguments for rejecting agency of 

intention. The arguments that support agency of intention also support agency of belief. We should 

treat agency of belief and intention alike. Either we are agents with respect to both, or with respect to 

neither. Once I have established the conditional parity thesis, I use it to motivate a categorical parity 

thesis: we have prima facie reason to accept agency of belief and intention. Finally, I diagnose why 

there has been such resistance to epistemic agency. Epistemic agency is problematic, but its problems 

are problems with agency, not problems with epistemic agency.  

2. “Infection and Directness in the Interventionist Account of the Basing Relation” (forthcoming) 

Syndicate Philosophy (invited paper for a book symposium on Kevin McCain, “Evidentialism and 

Evidential Justification” 

In Evidentialism and Epistemic Justification, Kevin McCain puts forward a defense of an 

Evidentialist Explanationist theory of justification. In it, he presents a novel account of the basing 

relation. Drawing from the interventionist account of causation, he proposes a solution to the problem 

of deviant causation (widely viewed to be The Problem haunting causal accounts of the basing 

relation). In this paper, I raise two problems for McCain’s account: an Infection Problem (in a Global 

and Local form), and a Direct Cause Problem. The Infection Problem questions whether the account 

can capture features that undermine doxastic justification. The Direct Cause Problem queries the 

adequacy of McCain’s account of basing by challenging whether evidence could be a direct cause of 

belief. 

Papers From Dissertation  

1. “The Concept of Belief in Epistemology” 

There are many conceptions of belief: belief as an empirical concept, belief as a construct of 

rationalizing explanations, belief as a theoretical and empirical entity in philosophy of mind, belief as 

it is picked out by its use in ordinary language, belief as the unique attitude that is transparent to the 

question whether p?, belief as a representation of the world, and many hybrids within these options. 

What conception should epistemologists use? Drawing on the work of Kate Nolfi, I argue that belief is 

a mental attitude picked out by its (a) response to epistemic inputs, and (b) role in contributing to 

characteristic outputs, namely the role that it plays in action. Against Nolfi, however, I argue that the 

normativity of belief is theoretical and not merely empirical or psychological. While our conception of 

belief answers to empirical and psychological constraints, it is primarily a theoretical tool used to help 

understand rational agency.  

2. “Wishful Thinking”  

Wishful thinking is used as a litmus test for everyone’s theory of doxastic justification. It plays a vital 

role in discriminating between beliefs that are doxastically justified and those that are merely 

propositionally justified. Wishful thinking is a paradigmatic case for an unjustified belief. Despite the 
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ubiquitous use of wishful thinking in the literature, no one has given a precise account of what wishful 

thinking involves or how it undermines doxastic justification. In this paper, I develop an account of 

wishful thinking according to which such beliefs have a certain psychological profile. Wishful thinking 

occurs when the agent’s assessment of the information is influenced by non-evidential factors. This 

characterization of wishful thinking shows that it is one among a family of cognitive flaws. If we tweak 

the psychological profile, we can expand wishful thinking to include things like implicit bias, 

optimism/pessimism bias, and other epistemic biases. I then show that a prominent view, the Truth 

Norm View, fails because it cannot account for the conceptual possibility of wishful thinking. This is a 

serious flaw to the view, since wishful thinking is supposed to be a paradigmatic case of unjustified 

belief. Given the importance of the role of wishful thinking in epistemic theorizing, we should not 

accept a view of belief that rules wishful thinking out by fiat. I consider one possible line of defense for 

the Truth Norm View, and argue that this response undermines the ability of the account to explain 

the role belief plays in  rationalizing action. Even worse, the view has no conceptual resources to 

explain what has gone wrong in wishful thinking. In response to these difficulties, I propose a 

different view that can capture what is epistemically wrong with wishful thinking. I show that 

Epistemic Constructivism is uniquely able to explain the importance of the role of belief in action and 

what goes wrong in wishful thinking. 

3. “Against Instrumentalism” 

In this paper, I provide a detailed critique of the Instrumentalist View of epistemic normativity. There 

are two forms of instrumentalism: Reasons Instrumentalism and Value Instrumentalism. Reasons 

Instrumentalism is the view that epistemic reasons are just a special case of instrumental reasons. I 

argue that this view suffers from an Additivity Problem: if epistemic reasons were instrumental 

reasons, then we would see epistemic reasons interacting with other instrumental reasons in a 

standard way. But we do not. Additionally, instrumental reasoning relies on the authority of epistemic 

reasons. Thus, Reasons Instrumentalism also faces a Circularity Problem. Against Value 

Instrumentalism, I argue that, following Korsgaard, we should see instrumental value as contrasting 

with final value, and intrinsic value contrasting with extrinsic value. The plausible alternative to Value 

Instrumentalism is that truth has final but extrinsic value. Believing truly has final value (it is not 

valued only for some further thing). But the final value of believing truly is best understood as 

conditional. It is conditional on it being valuable for agents. To say that truth has conditional value 

for us is not to say that it has instrumental value. I consider the epistemic parallel of the Ring of 

Gyges. I argue that any undermining of believing truly constitutes an undermining of our agency. So if 

agency is valuable, then truth is ineliminably and irreducibly valuable for the role it plays in agency. I 

conclude that Reasons and Value Instrumentalism are both incapable of grounding epistemic 

normativity. 

4. "You’ve Got It Backwards: We Need to Talk about Epistemic Reasons for Action"  

One of epistemology’s enduring questions involves the relationship between our practical ends and 

our epistemic reasons. Epistemically speaking, we ought to believe according to our epistemic 

reasons. But what should we believe tout court? Suppose you become convinced of Pascal’s Wager. 

Should you go immerse yourself in a religious community in order to get yourself to form a belief in 

God? Or you learn from psychologists that your life will go better if you believe you are smart, good-

looking, and successful. Should you engage in a mantra in order to get yourself to believe in your 

greatness? Philosophers have addressed these cases by asking whether there can be practical reasons 

for belief; many argue that there cannot be any such reasons. Practical justification cannot 

epistemically justify a belief. In this paper, I argue that this response fails to capture the central 

tension of cases like Pascal’s Wager and Self-Enhancement Mantra. Instead of focusing on whether 
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there can be practical reasons for belief, we should instead ask whether there are epistemic reasons 

for action. This way of formulating the question gets at the very heart of whether epistemic 

normativity is categorically binding on us. I argue that we have categorical (though defeasible) reason 

to engage in actions that result in beliefs with positive epistemic status. 

5. “Epistemic Constructivism” 

What kind of authority do epistemic norms have over us? Is it categorical? Is it defeasible? How do 

these norms interact with other norms that we are under? In this paper, I examine two views, the 

Correctness View and the Instrumentalist View, and I show that they are inadequate. The Correctness 

View founders because it has an Integration Problem: it has no conceptual resources to show how 

epistemic normativity legitimately binds us, instead of merely our beliefs. Thus, it can give no answer 

to the question of what kind of authority epistemic norms have over us. The Instrumentalist View 

founders because it has a Circularity Problem. It locates the authority of epistemic normativity in 

instrumental reasoning. But, I argue, instrumental reasoning relies on epistemic normativity. The 

failure of the Instrumentalist View illuminates the true source of epistemic normativity: epistemic 

normativity is not a special instance of instrumental reasoning. Rather, epistemic normativity is 

authoritative for all practical reasoning. The authority of epistemic normativity is a precondition for 

autonomy. Epistemic normativity, it turns out, underwrites our agency. Epistemic normativity is 

authoritative for us (not just the mental state of belief) because we are agents. Epistemic Normativity 

is prior to all other normativity. 

Additional Papers 

6. “How to be an Epistemic Consequentialist" (With Andrea Kruse, University of Osnabrück) 

In this paper, we show how to be an epistemic consequentialist about epistemic justification. We 

argue that epistemic consequentialism can avoid Selim Berker’s recent challenge. Berker (2013) 

argues that epistemic consequentialist approaches fail because they allow for trade-offs between 

propositions. According to Berker, trade-offs commit consequentialist approaches to epistemic 

justification to counterintuitive evaluations regarding the status of epistemic justification of beliefs in 

certain cases. While we grant that all epistemic consequentialist approaches to epistemic justification 

allow for trade-offs of one kind or another, we argue that the most common epistemic 

consequentialist approaches to epistemic justification avoid counterintuitive results. 

7.  “Agency and Doxastic Mental State Verbs” (Under Review) 

It is commonly accepted that doxastic mental state verbs (the paradigmatic verb is to believe, but also 

to know and to understand) are lexically static verbs. Drawing on this commonplace observation, a 

recent account (the Target View) argues for a linguistic claim (doxastic mental state verbs are stative 

in character and do not denote activity or accomplishment) and a metaphysical claim (if something is 

denoted by lexically stative verbs, then it is metaphysically passive, or non-agential).From these two 

theses, the Target View concludes that those who endorse epistemic agency are deeply mistaken. In 

this paper, I argue that the Target View should be rejected for two primary reasons. First, the 

linguistic data does not tidily support the Target View. Second, I argue that we should not draw 

sweeping metaphysical conclusions about doxastic mental states based on an analysis of a single word 

in English. Doxastic states encompass more than just what is denoted by common usage of the verb to 

believe. Instead, I propose a minimal constraint on drawing metaphysical implications from linguistic 

data: the metaphysical conclusions should be holistic. In this case, they must accommodate to believe 

and its cognates. But since many of the cognates of to believe are dynamic, no metaphysical 

conclusion can be drawn. Thus, we should reject the Target View. 
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8. "The Ontological Significance of Reasons"  

TM Scanlon proposes an attractive metaphysics of reasons. Using Quine’s Criterion for Ontological 

Commitment, Scanlon argues that the domain of practical reason presupposes certain ontological 

commitments, but there is nothing metaphysically objectionable about them. Reasons are facts that 

stand in the reason-relation to other perfectly respectable natural things (agents, circumstances, and 

act/attitude types). Scanlon is committed to two central claims: (1) reasons are ontologically and 

conceptually primitive; and (2) whether a reason exists can only be settled by appealing to the 

standards and procedures of the domain. In this paper, I argue that (1) and (2) are in tension with 

each other, and any attempt to resolve the tension results in a view that Scanlon would reject. 
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(Dissertation Abstract) 

The Practical Foundations of Epistemic Normativity 

We often criticize others for beliefs that are dogmatic, biased, or wishful. What, exactly, are we criticizing? 

Many epistemologists accept that such believing is problematic because it is not appropriately responsive 

to epistemic reasons. But why care about that? Or, to put it another way, why are epistemic norms 

authoritative for us?   

An adequate account must capture the way in which epistemic norms are categorical and binding. 

According to what I call the Correctness View, the authority of epistemic normativity arises from the 

nature of belief: A belief is correct just in case it is true. By contrast, proponents of what I call the 

Instrumentalist View argue that epistemic normativity is authoritative because it is a special instance of a 

more basic normative principle, the principle of instrumental reasoning. Contrary to both of these views, I 

argue for Epistemic Constructivism:  the authority of epistemic normativity comes from the very nature of 

agency. Epistemic normativity is not authoritative because epistemic considerations are instrumental to 

our practical ends. Rather, epistemic considerations have authority over us as reasoners because they are 

constitutive of our ability to formulate and pursue those ends. 

The Correctness View captures the categorical nature of epistemic normativity. The authority of epistemic 

normativity arises from the nature of belief.  An agent counts as believing p only if she takes truth-related 

considerations to be the only ones that bear on whether she should believe that p. However, I show that 

the Correctness View cannot explain how these norms are binding on us. Just as we could accept that 

cakes are supposed to taste good, while making cake that does not taste good, we could accept that beliefs 

have a constitutive norm without accepting that that norm is binding on us. For agents like us, agents who 

are frequently under conflicting norms, the Correctness View cannot explain why it matters to have 

correct beliefs. Thus, it fails as an account of the authority of epistemic normativity. 

According to the Instrumentalist View, epistemic normativity is a species of instrumental reasoning. 

Agents have goals – either the cognitive goal of believing truths, or the eudemonic goal of living well – and 

to achieve those goals, the agent ought to believe according to epistemic reasons. Thus, epistemic 

normativity is just a special case of a general sort of practical instrumental reasoning. Since instrumental 

reasoning is the most basic form of practical reasoning, the Instrumentalist View captures how epistemic 

considerations are binding on us. Because instrumental reasoning is contingent on our goals, though, the 

Instrumentalist View cannot capture how epistemic norms are categorical. Additionally, I argue that the 

Instrumentalist View fails because it presupposes the very sort of normativity it is trying to explain. To 

apply the instrumental principle, the agent must consider whether some means actually is instrumental 

to her ends. And the only way she could rightly settle that question is by viewing epistemic reasons as 

authoritative for her deliberation. Thus, any use of the instrumental principle is going to rely on the 

authority of epistemic reasons for its application. Instrumental reasoning cannot ground the authority of 

epistemic norms because the principle itself is governed by epistemic norms. 

While the Correctness View and the Instrumentalist View are insufficient, their failures point us forward 

to a better view: Epistemic Constructivism. According to Epistemic Constructivism, epistemic norms are 

constitutively authoritative for all reasoning (theoretical and practical). Epistemic Constructivism accepts 

a constitutive relation between belief and epistemic norms. Like the Correctness View, it can capture the 

way in which epistemic norms are categorical. But it also accepts a constitutive relation between action 

and epistemic norms. Like the Instrumentalist View, it can capture why epistemic evaluation binds 

creatures like us. Epistemic normativity is not merely instrumental towards achieving our ends – seeing 

such normativity as authoritative is constitutive of formulating and pursuing those ends.  
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Here is a mundane example: Consider Bianca. Bianca is about to decide what to eat for dinner. In order 

for her to decide, she must know certain things about the world. She must have a sense of her options and 

her own tastes. In order for her deliberate, she relies on her beliefs to be true. When deciding what to eat, 

epistemic considerations constrain which ends she could reasonably set. She could not decide to eat 

mutton with King Arthur, because she knows that is not possible. Epistemic considerations about how the 

world is, and what is in her power to accomplish, guide her deliberation. Suppose she decides to have 

Mediterranean food. Now she must reason about how to bring it about that she has Mediterranean food. 

Here again, she must view epistemic considerations as authoritative for her deliberation. Which place 

receives the best reviews? Which places are within driving distance? She can only settle these questions by 

appealing to epistemic considerations. In both the formulation of her end, and her determining which 

steps are necessary to achieve that end, Bianca must take epistemic considerations as authoritative for her 

deliberation, and she must accept that her premises (i.e. the contents of the beliefs with which she 

reasons) are true. Correctness and Instrumentalist accounts of the authority of epistemic normativity have 

failed to appreciate the way in which epistemic considerations are fundamental to practical reasoning. 

Thus, if we are agents (creatures who set ends and undertake to achieve those ends), we are under the 

authority of epistemic norms.  

Once I have established Epistemic Constructivism, I show what is wrong with dogmatic, biased, and 

wishful believing. Such beliefs are tout court irrational when we keep our agency in view. Since believing 

plays a characteristic role in practical reasoning, and believing is governed by a constitutive norm, I show 

that it is practically irrational to believe in a way that is not truth-sensitive.  

 


